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Sprint Waste Services Receives Top Fleet Honors from Samsara
Annual Award Recognizes Safest Fleet
HOUSTON (July 20, 2020) — Sprint Waste Services LP, a leading regional provider of industrial and
commercial waste management services, today announced the company has been recognized by
Samsara with the 2020 Top Fleet Award for Safest Fleet. The annual award recognizes fleets that
demonstrate excellence in their field and are using Samsara’s fleet management platform to innovate
across five different categories: Safest Fleet, Best Fleet for Drivers, Fleet Innovator, Excellence in
Performance, and Excellence in Public Fleet Management.
Sprint Waste Services was chosen top fleet in the competitive Safest Fleet category after implementing
and demonstrating impressive safety improvements across our entire organization using Samara dash
cams in its 350-truck fleet, in addition to owner–operator vehicles. After using Samsara’s dash-cam
technology for the first 12 months, Sprint Waste President Dave Nelson said the company was able to
decrease speeding, increase miles per safety incident, and save in annual insurance renewals after
decreasing accident frequency and severity, not to mention millions of dollars in untold liability saved
when videos were used to exonerate Sprint Waste drivers.
“We are humbled and honored to receive this award for safety from Samsara,” said Sprint Waste
Services President Dave Nelson. “Dashboard-mounted video technology has been a game-changer across
our fleet, giving our drivers and mechanics a positive focus for training, learning and improvement. This
award is validation and recognition for a job well done across our entire organization. I’m grateful to our
dedicated drivers and owner-operators, shop and mechanics teams, safety and support teams, branch
operations staff and support at Samsara for contributing our success.”
Samsara said its Safest Fleet Award is given to a customer that is using dash cam technology to improve
safety both within their workforce, and within the communities they serve. Recognition in this category
demonstrates the lasting impact dash cams have had on a fleet’s safety, with significant improvements in
accident frequency and severity, risky behavior (like speeding), and associated costs.
“We’re continuously inspired by the leadership our customers, like Sprint Waste, have shown this
year, especially given the unprecedented challenges of the past six months,” said Samsara
Executive Vice President of Products and Marketing Kiren Sekar. “This year’s Top Fleets winners
set the standard for fleets, and exemplify innovation on the road. We’re excited to partner even
further as we develop new technologies to help fleets improve efficiency, boost their bottom line
and keep their drivers safe.”
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Nelson looks forward to attaining new safety goals with the dash cams. “When it comes to our
safety culture at Sprint Waste, we guard against complacency and never rest on our laurels,” he
said. “We’re already setting new and higher goals based on additional capabilities of the real-time
data provided by our dash-cam technology. We’re can’t wait to see where our partnership with
Samsara leads.”
About Sprint Waste Services
Sprint Waste Services LP is a premier, full-service provider of solid waste and environmental
services to commercial, industrial and large manufacturing companies along the Gulf Coast. Since
2006 the company has provided waste collection, equipment rentals, hauling and turnkey managed
solutions across enterprises from small industrial centers and construction sites to the world’s
largest energy companies. Today the company’s more than 600 employees at 14 locations help
customers handle their entire waste stream in a safe, efficient, cost-effective and environmentally
responsible way. Learn more at www.sprintwaste.com.
About Samsara
Samsara is an industrial Internet of things (IoT) company that makes sensors and software
to manage commercial fleets and industrial operations. With headquarters in San Francisco,
Samara serves more than 15,000 customers across diverse sizes and industries, from transportation
and logistics to field services, food production, energy, construction, local governments, and
manufacturing. Samsara’s portfolio of complete IoT solutions includes vehicle telematics, driver
safety, mobile workflow and compliance, asset tracking, and industrial process controls. Learn
more about the company’s mission to increase the efficiency, safety and sustainability of
the operations that power our economy at www.samsara.com.
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